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…….Christmas Blessing ……...
May there be harmony in all of our relationships. May sharp words, be dissolved.
May each person who touches my life each day feel the warmth of the energy of love within me.
May the hope within my soul be the foundation of courage in those times when the going gets tough.

May the wonder & awe of children be awakened within me.
May it lead me to renewed awareness & appreciation of whatever I can too easily take for granted.
May the bonds of family & friends be enriched by the gift of life we are to each other.
May I keep my eyes on the star within me & trust this presence of love to carry me through each day.

May the gift of peace within me infect all whose lives I touch today.

Hello beautiful people!
May we all connect in love across the spaces and
celebrate the gifts of Love- Hope – Peace radiating
from within us all to infect all those who touch our
lives in this time of Christmas!

to break the cycle of generational pain & so we can
all celebrate a future full of hope.

A number of you have expressed how helpful you
have found being able to manage much of the
stress through using your mini-retreat & finding
your peace within. This is the gift we carry everyday
of our lives …the POWER of LOVE with all of the
strength we need in difficult circumstances.

If you are interested in coming for a retreat, it will
be good to come as early in the year as possible
while borders are open. Some would say that the
virus thrives more in the colder months. The dates
are included in this newsletter.

Our new accommodation in Blue C in Coolangatta
was appreciated by all who have just finished their
retreat. Every unit has a view of the ocean & the
Well 2021 has been a year with a difference & management did all they could to enable us to feel
hopefully during the weeks ahead you will be able to welcome & appreciated. We look forward to having
find some time to simply BE!
our retreats in 2022 in this beautiful location.

Many guests are returning for another retreat & find
We too have had our challenges especially having to that they no longer need to give any attention to
cancel two retreats. However, we were delighted to the early pain of life as there is no more ‘hurting
have been able to have our retreat in November.
energy’ in what has been dealt with in their earlier
retreat. We have created a new starting point for
You will all be interested to know that we have
the ‘returners’ which deals with the recent hurts. So
needed to change our accommodation. Because of
many have told us how much they take from this
the increase of costs. While mentioning costs we
special week & enables them to clear what has been
want to thank each & all who have gifted your
affecting them in the time since their last retreat. So
finances to enable us to continue into 2022.
feel free to come for a refreshing week.
The reality is that all through the 23 years of
We hope you will find something in these pages to
offering our Healing Life’s Hurts Retreat you have encourage you & remind you of your own
‘paid it forward’ as together we live our dream of magnificence. Each of us is a unique expression of
‘healing our planet – one person at a time-. It is the face of love in this moment of history. It’s time
always such a joy to watch guests return home to celebrate all we are & all we have!
healed & healing – with hope for a more enriching
With Love Julie
life for themselves- their partners & their children.
……….for the team
Now more than ever we all need this retreat to help1

As I receive cards& gifts from loved ones may I send
love energies to those who have no one to love
them.

Quiet One

As I sit down to Christmas dinner at a table of abundance- may I send love energies to those who are
suffering from hunger.

Into the din of our inner confusion

You come, gentle as a single snowflake.
Into the rush of our continual hurry

As I freely move from home to home choosing who I
see at this time of year may I send love energies to
those who are visually impaired, physically challenged, chronically ill.

You come slow as a melting icicle.
Into the pressure of endless activity

You come, easy as restful breathing.
Into the constant voices of demand
You come, silent as a falling star.
Quiet One, restorer of stillness

As I return to the security of my home may I send
love energies to those who have no dwelling place
to call their own.

You are present. Waiting to be welcomed.



Today: I stop long enough
to welcome the Quiet One.

Missing those No Longer With Us

“”Today I wrote a note to a bereaved mother. I
wanted to say don’t believe all those sympathy cards
that tell you that ‘time heals’ & ‘may your sorrows be
lessened’ You’ll only be disappointed. I wanted to
say this is the most heart wrenching, chest crushing,
breath stealing tragedy on earth. I wanted to tell her
that there will be days she wants to die, & friends
who will not understand some of the things she says
& does.

[Joyce Rupp]

Whenever you hear something that scars you,
you need to know that it is your wounded self
making things up to try to control something.

Inner Guidance only ever comes from
Love and Compassion.

I wanted to tell her that she will still feel her child’s
presence at times, sometimes so strongly that it is
as if they are dancing just at the edge of whatever
activity s going on….and other times she may not
feel their presence at all.

Our Guidance is here to guide us
In what is Loving to ourselves.

Dr Margaret Paul

I wanted to tell her that her life will not go back &
that she will never be the same, because a piece of
her left with her child. Even though the pain does
not go away, somehow her soul will eventually make
enough room so she can hold it all – the grief. The
pain, the joy & the love.

…...Thanks Mike S…..

I wanted to tell her but I didn’t…….Instead I wrote
this…..Ï am sending love , for words are pointless
right now….and that is the truth!”
AFFIRMATION:

I am physically & emotionally
connected to the healing power
of Mother Earth

(Wonderfully written by Susi Costello) Thanks for
sharing this Colleen.

I surround myself with her beauty



I am free of worry

and feel a deep sense of peace
Each day I grow stronger
and more relaxed
My life is in perfect balance.
……….Toni Salerno……..
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In The Silence

Why Dogs Live Less than
Humans?

In the silence Light- Love – Peace pulsated with LOVE

Here is the surprising answer
from a six year old.

In the silence of this sacred time I began to hear the
‘voice of my spirit’ is LOVE my TRUE SELF!

Being a veterinarian, I had been called to examine a ten
year old Irish wolfhound named Belker. The dog’s owners,
Ron & his wife Lisa, and their little boy Shane were all
very attached to Belker & they were hoping for a miracle!
I’ve glimpsed me…. in the light of my existence …In the I examined Belker & found that he was dying of cancer.
light of my eyes in the light of my courage, in the light of I told the family that we couldn’t do anything for Belker &
offered to perform the euthanasia procedure for the old
my DNA.
dog in their home.
I have discovered within me the life that is me…the life of
my hear…the life of my smile…the life of my breath…the As we made arrangements Ron & Lisa told me they
thought it would be good for six year old Shane to
life of my longings…the Life that is ME!
observe the procedure. They felt that Shane might learn
As I listen within the silence I am again invited into the something from the experience.
‘Dance of Life & Love” and I respond with a vibrant YES!!!
The next day I felt a familiar catch in my throat as
Belker’s family surrounded him. Shane seemed so calm,

petting the old dog for the last time that I wondered if he
understood what was going on. Within a few moments
Belker slipped peacefully away.
The ‘me I am’ – wrapped within my name – the me of
hurting- forgiving & healing laughing – celebrating
delighting self.

SACRED MOTHER EARTH
A Message of Love

‘We travel the endless corridors of our
mind until one day we find a pathway that
leads us to our heart’.
What you truly are has nothing to do with
your personality, or your achievement,
successes or failures.
The ‘you’ you think you are is an actor,
playing a role that your soul has chosen.
The essence of your ‘soul’ - ‘light’ - with
no beginning or end.
You are an eternal spark of pure creativity,
unlimited potential that yearns to be
expressed and fulfilled.
Your potential is your destiny, it awaits
your call. Trust your heart and apply it’s
love and wisdom to all you do.
In this way, all you create or do will be a
true expression of your soul. It is as
though expressing your truth that you create
things of lasting value.
BE TRUE TO YOU!
…...Affirmation…..
I am in essence LIGHT
I am in essence SOUL
I am pure creative potential
I am guided by my heart
I apply love and wisdom
to all I say and do.
[Toni Carmine Salerno]

The little boy seemed to accept Belker’s transition without
any difficulty or confusion. We sat together for a while
wondering about the sad fact that dog’s lives are shorter
than human lives. Shane, who had been listening quietly,
piped up “Ï know why!”. Startled we all turned to him .
What came out of his mouth next stunned me. I’d never
heard a more comforting explanation. It has changed the
way I try to live.
He said “People are born so that they can learn how to
live a good life – like loving everybody all the time & being
nice right? The six year old continued- “Well dogs already
know how to do that, so they don’t have to stay for as
long as we do!
So to put it simply ……………..

Live simply…love generously…..care deeply…..speak
kindly. Remember if a dog was a teacher you would learn
things like:
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When your loved one comes home always run to
greet them.
Never pass up an opportunity to go for a joyride.
Allow the experience of fresh air and the wind in
your face to be pure ecstasy.
Take naps
Stretch before rising
Run. Romp & play daily
Thrive on attention & let people touch you.
Avoid biting when a simple growl will do.
On warm days stop to lie on yur back in the grass.
On hot days drink lots of water & lie under a shady
tree.
When you are happy dance around & wag your entire body
Be faithful
If you want what lied buried- dig until you find it
When someone is having a bad day, be silent- sit
close by – and nuzzle them gently.
That’s the secret of happiness & we can learn
from a good dog!!!

…….Thanks for sharing this Ishka!

Let the Lightness In

Feelings of Emptiness

For so many this Christmas may be tough because of
broken dreams following the shattering of relationships.
There is no way we can take that person’s pain away but
maybe we can simply be there with this person in
whatever gentle loving way is possible. May each of us be
really gentle with ourselves in our own hurting
heart & allow LOVE to hold us.

Love I am feeling the longing within me to live more
consciously in you. I am longing to fall more deeply
into you. I am aware of the feelings of emptiness
within me & you remind me that there is no such
thing because YOU fill what I think are empty spaces.
LET THE LIGHTNESS IN - RELEASING THE LOAD
I am feeling my own desire to BE LOVE with those
(Lionel Fifield- Relaxation Centre)
who touch my life each day…….so that YOU can touch
When we have been carrying heavy bags, it is such a joy them through me and then also you touch ME
& a relief to put them down. Oh so good not to have to
through them.
keep holding on & being responsible for taking the with us
here & there.
My precious one I hear your longing. It is my longing
I often wonder how much more we are carrying with us I have for you in this moment of your life. The more
day after day. Heavy thoughts, heavy emotions, heavy time you allow yourself to simply BE within me the
self -criticism, heavy judgements, heavy beliefs & a more then – my energy (that you are) will impact
multitude of opinions on what we think is wrong.
you & those around you.
Wouldn’t it be wonderful to put them dow n & let
them all go? To know that we don’t ever have to pick
them up again & we are free to move- free to think
anew- free to listen to our feelings and intuition rather
than the heaviness of so much we have picked up from
others on our way through life.

It is an important time for you all to be willing to
stretch yourselves to practice living more consciously
who you are! You are LOVE w ith all of the
qualities that will infect those around you.

In this moment of history you are all needing to live
The joy of living lightly, the joy of simplicity, the joy of a with calmness in the midst of so much turmoil . It is
mind free to listen like a child & be curious again. now more than ever that your humour, your joy,
…always asking questions, exploring what seems to be your gratitude, your playfulness, your loving will
create a new world for yourselves & for your children
true to you with an open receptive mind.
& their children.
We often wish people a Happy New Year – but how much
of the old year & all the years before are we taking into So many among you are upset about restrictions
the new year with us? What are you known by? Is it what that have affected your freedom of movement etc &
you’ve done in the past or what you are doing NOW? Is are reacting with anger & even violence. Your world
the past a weight around your neck? I s it an is needing as many of you as possible to live these
impediment or do we imagine it’s where we get our fuel
enriching qualities to balance all of the anger etc.
from?
which in fact is only destroying their peace & for
Most of us have had to survive times which have not been some, even their health & lives.
easy to do – do you often talk about them even if they
were a long, long time ago? If you’re talking about My precious one do not underestimate the power of
them, then they are still weights being carried day my energies pulsating within & among you all. So
after day.
therefore the more of you who will live from your
In just the same way many of us seek to impress others essence –LOVE- more consciously – you then
with our more recent problems, challenges and all that enable me to touch them through you with the gifts
has gone wrong in recent days. Then we repeat these of all you are! There is no need for you to be feeling
stories to everyone we meet so this is like reinforcing helpless, but rather to respond from your heart &
them rather like negative affirmations. Yes, we can keep you will be surprised at what will happen!
on living these problems many times over but do we
realize how much energy we use up for every repeat
performance? How quickly can we put those bags down & I am hearing you my Love! Thank you for all the HOPE
you are awakening within my heart right now. I feel
never pick them up again?
So if you wish to be kind to yourself, be supportive of now- as I am sitting here WITHIN YOU that this is
yourself & truly be your friend then every day when you what my longing is really all about!
wake up it it’s so good to say with encouragement – BE
KIND TO MYSELF TODAY!
I know that this is your gift to me & I am so grateful. I
Yes! Put down those unconscious bags which are like am depending on you to lead me where you want as I
sandbags of weight – these are not weights that
strengthen you but they are weights that exhaust am living this special moment of life. Thank you for
each day’s gifting….I know that all is well.
you – and you certainly do not deserve that!
I now walk forward with your HOPE – JOY & CALM!.
This is perhaps true en-LIGHTEN-ment!
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My whole world paused this morning….
Do you know why? Because an 8 year old’s tank was
empty!
The boys had already started their school day at
their desks & I was preparing to leave for workwhen I noticed my littlest standing in the bathroom
wiping his face.



I paused at the door & asked if he was okay. He
looked up with tears silently dripping & shook his Extract From “No Mud - No Lotus
head. When I questioned if something had happened
Thich Nhanh Hanh
again he shook his head. So I sat on the side of the
tub & pulled him into my lap. I told him that
sometimes our heart tanks feel empty & need to be “Both suffering & happiness are orrefilled.
ganic in nature, which means that
He cried into my chest & I held him tight. I asked if they are both transitory; they are always changing.
he could feel my love filling him up? A nod- & tears The flower, when it wilts, becomes the compost. The
stopped. I waited a minute….”Has it reached your compost can help grow a flower again. Happiness is
also organic & impermanent by nature. It can betoes yet?” He shook his head ‘No”
come suffering & suffering can become happiness
Okay man! We will take as long as you need. Work again.
doesn’t matter right now. School isn’t important
either. This – right here- is the most important thing In each of our plum Village practice centres around
today, okay? Filling you back to the top. Is that the world, we have a lotus pond. Everyone knows
that we need mud for lotuses to grow. The mud
good? (nods) ……
doesn’t smell so good, but the lotus flowers smell
One more minute. “Is your heart full of my love very good! If you don’t have mud, the lotus won’t
now?” “Yeah!” I look into his eyes & said “I see it’s manifest. You can’t grow lotus flowers on marble.
shining in there…You’re full to the top & you’re Without mud – there can be no lotus!!!
smiling!”
It is possible of course to get ‘stuck in the mud’ of
We all might not be 8… we may be 28- 38 – 78 -98 life. It is easy to notice mud all over you at times.
…..but all of us can run on ‘émpty’ sometimes just The hardest thing to practice is to not allow yourself
like he did. His weekend was so full- so busy – that to be overwhelmed by despair. When you’re
his little heart felt it had run dry!
overwhelmed by despair, all you can see is suffering
Let’s be wise & take time to refill with the good everywhere you look. You feel as if the worst thing is
things we enjoy….hugs, sunshine, friends… etc Refill happening to you….but we must remember that
your empty & you will find those emotions (sadness- suffering is a kind of mud we need in order to
anger-fear- etc) will disappear… and we will wonder generate joy & happiness. Without some suffering
there is no happiness. So we shouldn’t discriminate
where they have gone!!!
against the mud. We learn how to embrace & cradle
…... Thanks Colleen - for sharing
(& heal) our own suffering… & the suffering of the
world …with a lot of tenderness.

If you know how to make good use of the mud, you
can grow beautiful lotuses. If you know how to make
good use of suffering- you can produce happiness.
And most of us have had enough suffering in and
around us to be able to create beautiful lotuses.

.....Wayne Dyer.....
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“There’s none so blind as those who cannot see.”

Dialogue with Love:…..

To me there’s none so blind as those who do not see…

Love: ‘Do you experience life perhaps,
through the lens of your beliefs?

if I hurt my little toe does that become all I know.

Me:

If a beloved leaves my life

Love: Tell me then, do you have the sam e beliefs
today that you had yesterday or 25 years
ago? Do you believe in Santa Claus?

Does that have to extinguish all the light?
If the sun fails to shine

Me:

Does that really make me totally blind?

Of course, how else could I ?

Of course not

Love: Do you ever feel lonely w hen you sit by the
ocean or in your garden or look out at the
sky now?

It doesn’t take much to find some pain
But I know each moment will change again & again

Me:

We have come here to earth to experience life

Never

Love: Then perhaps, do you think m aybe, some of
your beliefs may still be running you and
causing you to be blind to how things are
now, based on this moment – not in the
past?

Let’s look also for the easy – not only the strife
I recall a blind woman I met in Corfu
I said to her “Ï have a suggestion for you!”

Me:

“Yes” she replied, with eager anticipation
“Can you meditate on a grain of sand”
I said without explanation.

Hm m . I get your point Love. I realise I can
now choose what lens of belief I view
through and it will alter my experience.

Love: Even though you thought you could not see,
look at the depth of wisdom & self
discovery you have just unearthed from
within yourself. Now go & play in a world
you see in your own unique beautiful way!

“Of course” she responded without needing to see.

What did I mean, she was only blind – not silly.
She saw what she could, and did it her own way

……...Thanks Ishka

That’s because she decided, in this life she would play.
I’ve struggled & battled with my inner demons

‘When you were first taught to do anything,

I’ve believed the lies, that were told me by humans
I cemented them deep inside of me
I used them as cages to stop feeling free.
There’s none so blind as those who do not see
It’s not about what others decide, shall be “our liberty”
It’s about being present in this moment, feeling & following
our breath.
It’s about “living “in each moment, not living in death.
What can you “see “ with your ears, eyes or skin?
How does such “seeing “, feel deep within?
Don’t try to do like all the others
Remember we all come from different, fathers & mothers.
As I breathe deep within, I open my heart
As I see, hear & feel from here , it’s a
great new start
The heart can absorb everything
That’s why we say, ‘the heart can sing”
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whether it is driving a car, learning to swim
or learning to play a musical instrument,
you are very aware of every movement,
every action you made. You make mistakes
but you never give up. You rectify those
mistakes and keep on trying until you have
mastered whatever it is. Then you find you
no longer have to think of every movement;
you do it automatically; you flow with it
and enjoy it because it is no longer an effort.
So it is with this spiritual life. As it becomes
a part of you, you no longer have to be
reminded to be consciously aware of Me/
Love and of my Loving Presence, because
you are aware of it.
You no longer have to get into tune with
Me/ Love, because you are in tune.
It is as natural to you as breathing. In this
state you know that I AM in you, and you
are IN ME,….and….WE ARE ONE.
[’Opening Doors Within’ …….Eileen Caddy]

Coming Out of the Fog

YOU have the FREEDOM to CHOOSE your response
to your daily disappointments & challenges – that will
enable opportunities to create something life- enriching.
Me: M y Love –are we , your people , growing together As you create something new you are creating a new
more through this whole COVID experience? future full of HOPE for yourself- your families- &
Are we finding the ‘gift’ within it all?
for future generations.
Love: Oh m y dear one, it is so good to reflect upon
all of this, because the message of your leaders &
media is so full of fear & negativity. This has
created a ‘fog’ that so many are still engulfed
within. So much of this is causing much
divisiveness & sadness within families &
communities. It is time to step out of the fog into
the sunshine. It’s time to unplug from the
news- cycle & listen & look for all of the GOOD
that has happened & is happening. This is a time
of ‘waking up’ & celebrating the simple things of
LIFE!

IT IS TIME! YOU ARE LOVE!
I am the breath of your BEING the pulsating LOVE within
your heart. I AM YOUR LIFE-FORCE!
CELEBRATE & CARE FOR EACH OTHER!!!
ME: Thank you m y Love ! Thank You!!



It’S a time of infecting each other with who you really
are . LOVE! Remember my beautiful one that we
are all LOVE! It is wonderful that so many are
waking up to this reality in this moment of history
– and are living out of this amazing energy in the
way in which they are caring for each other. It is
time for healing & coming free from being a
victim & to live in the fullness of your own love
power. Remember – I am your power & all you
need to do at any time is to come to me within &
claim my power as your own – especially when
you hear the lie that you ae powerless! This will
all come about- not through violence, but rather
in the way you all live out of your natural energies
of love expressed in each one’s own unique ways.

Yesterday I had a ‘slip’. I let my
feeling run amok. Feelings I had
not felt for a long time surfaced. It
frightened me to realise these
feelings are still with me and that I
have not been ‘cured’!
I must remember it is human to
have lapses and to concern myself
with doing well today and not worry
about yesterday.

Remember that what you ‘think’ is what you create… so
think positively & notice all the ways you will see
beautiful people & beautiful happenings in any
time of your day. Sadly very few in the media
focus on this – however. As you live kindness,
gentleness, patience, forgiveness…..
YOU are changing your world !!!

Feeling guilty does not make me
noble or solve any of my problems.

As you ae living LOVE you are bringing about the change
you want to see for yourself, your loved ones & in
fact your world! This will not be announced on
the daily news bulletins- but you will leave your
heart-print tattooed in the lives of those around
you.

Guilt only drags me down.

Meditation for Today:

It is time to let go of complaining about restrictions. It is
time to live the freedoms that are yours everyday
& so often taken for granted. This will be your
best protection against the virus.

May I forgive myself, as I know
You, Love have forgiven me.
Today I Will Remember:

The FREEDOM … that the GIFT of ...….







Human feelings are okay for me to
have because I am human….thank
you Love!

SIGHT is for you
HEARING is for you
MOVEMENT is for you
EATING & DRINKING is for you
Loving & being loved IS FOR YOU
LAUGHTER- JOY & GOOD HEALTH is for you!

Extract from: ‘Today ’

Emotions Anonymous
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- Each New Day I Choose To…..
ARISE WITH ….
Amazement at the presence of LOVE
Gratitude for life
Hope that all w ill be w ell
Courage to meet w hat w ill be difficult
Conviction to do w hat is life-giving
Eyes ever alert for beauty
Openness for greater truth
Desire for continual aw ak ening
Compassion for the hurting ones in the cosm os.
A sense of kinship w ith all w hom I love
Respect as others m entor & deepen m y vision

Determination in m aking good choices in using m
time
Willingness to help those w ho w ill need m y care.
Happiness k now ing I am invited to live life fully
(Joyce Rupp)

My love said: ‘You don’t have to climb down the mound,
walk with me, I will show you’.
As we walked further down, the sand became flat there were no hills or mounds of sand anymore, huh,
awesome right!
So we walked to the sea, where I stood in the shallow
water, letting my feet get wet. It was so cold but so
exhilarating. I felt like a kid again!
We stood there for a while and I decided to head on
home. ‘Oh! Gosh Love, I don’t want to walk up the
walkway. it will kill me!’
My love laughed! ‘Oh, follow me, I’ll show you another
way an easier way, so stop nodding!’
When we walked along the beach the sand was firmer
and easier to walk on. We walked the length of the
beach front and then we came to the end. To get to the
pathway we had to climb a slight mound of sand. My
love probably saw me roll my eyes, honestly I felt like she
pushed me up that mound!
Thank you love for such a beautiful morning we shared
together. You pushed me not only forwards but upwards
too!!!


GUEST’S REFLECTION….

Today Tuesday of the Retreat was a big day for me. After
my session with my Companion I walked to the beach
front as usual and when I got there, someone was sitting
in ‘my place’...umph!...I thought! So I sat around the
corner not facing the ocean - which was the whole point
of going there!

I can’t wait to share our stories with our family.
Love’s Response:
You are so welcome my love, what a trooper you were
today. I am glad you trusted me. I don’t mind pushing
when I have to –so get used to it! We are going to have
such fun together, I just can’t wait! I LOVE YOU!

…...Thank You for this sharing……..


When I decided to head back, my Love held my hand and
said ‘we are going to the water’s edge together’. I
thought ‘Oh I’ll run with the idea!’.

Meditation for TODAY…
May I be reminded that as I
grow, self-worth will fluctuate
and each new growth
experience will grant me a
deeper level of self-acceptance.

We walked along the walkway on the soft sand. I haven’t
felt the sand between my toes forever!.
Oh my gosh, it was so really hard balancing on the sand, I
must have looked like a very old drunk lady, tottering
along!
When we got to the end of the walkway, the ocean was
still a way, away. So we kept walking. I kept telling my
love, ‘I can’t walk anymore…... ‘I’m going to faint!’ and
my love laughed at me and told me to ‘suck it up and get
to the water’s edge!’
We got near to the water, but came across quite a high
sand bank. I thought, ‘Nah, I’m going to fall flat on my
face if I try to climb down it!’

TODAY
I WILL REMEMBER…….
I look forward to my next
growth experience with hope.

‘...Emotions Anonmous…’
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When I arrived I was feeling hopeful but I was feeling lost.
I got it in the first two hours! Yes! I am RESPONSIBLE for
ME! The greatest gift of this week is freedom to feel and
be the REAL ME!
(P P - male)

When I arrived I was feeling excited

heavy,

confused & anxious. Now as I am leaving I am
feeling uplifted, free. Lighter & magnificent. The
biggest impact on me this week was the bringing
up of deeply repressed feelings and gaining some

I felt excited, interested, determined, curious &
I felt unsure of what my commitment would be.
I felt angry, sad & low about myself. I am
leaving feeling peaceful & excited
&
rejuvenated. The gifts for me this week were the
location, the rest, a break from TV, ,alcohol &
technology.
The companioning sessions were a gift because of
the lack of judgement, the listening, to let it go &
let it be over with. (C B –female)


GRATITUDE

direction to navigate my marriage & family life.

- For All That Has Been In a Tough Year -

(S C- Female)

Sometimes it is good for me to STOP and REASSESS as we
come to the end of a challenging year for so many of us.
When fear is the main language being shouted at us from
all forms of media it is difficult not to become part of this
destructive energy. Hopefully we have been able to ground
ourselves in the ‘energies of love’ deep within us
‘protecting ourselves from the effects of fear.

When I arrived I was feeling down, angry, annoyed,
consumed by someone else’s problems & I was feeling
manipulated & controlled. Now as I am leaving I am feeling
free! I am feeling ‘high on love’. I feel I have regained
me. I feel excited about moving forward. I recommend
this retreat because it is life-changing in a short amount of
time & is safe & guests leave with a process to use in Another very destructive energy has been that of being
judgmental of others who have a different opinion
everyday life.
(C B- Female)

from us. This not only harm s the relationship I have
with another but also harms me! We are seeing this in so
I arrived feeling tired, & run down. I am leaving many places and it is often wrapped in destructive anger.
feeling restored, whole & complete. The morning As we know, when I am living in anger it is my gastric
juices that suffer…..sometimes becoming a health issue.
focus sessions gave me encouragement, beautiful
The reality is that other’s opinions are theirs… and I am
insights & a clear direction for the day . I loved able to live my opinions and allow others the same
the story telling.
(M S male)
privilege. The sad thing is that there are so many
relationships that have been deeply wounded because of
the opinions & decisions of ‘others’. I wonder if at this time
When I arrived I was feeling angry, bitter & felt like a are we meant to be learning to live in a different way apart
victim. I now leave feeling more optimistic to know that I from the obvious …(lockdowns etc). Is this an opportunity
have the key that can open the door to a more peaceful for us all to change our thinking & behavior. Are we being
and graceful life. A new skill I now have the steps to deal called to simply allow another the gift of living their truth.
with my emotions as an adult.

(JA- male)

There have been wonderful examples of the ways in which
so many people have taken this opportunity to show
genuine care for family, neighbours, work associates etc.
There are those who have come to live their lives more
simply and priorities have changed – enriching our lives in
the process.

When I made the decision to walk this retreat I was a very
hurt & lost soul who didn’t know how to cope. Now as I am
leaving I feel like I am exactly who I am meant to be &
exactly where I am meant to be. The biggest impact on
me was letting go of past hurts & letting them have no
power over me anymore. It was so good to have a While some people have suffered deeply by being
companion from the team who understood my pain. separated from loved ones for months.. others have in fact
had the heartbreak of watching a loved one die or be left
(I L –female)

with permanent health challenges because of this disease.
So many others have been stripped of their livelihood with
I arrived feeling really stressed with life & with the resulting heartbreak of financial distress…..and we
a lot of anger built up from childhood trauma. could go on!
I felt depressed & thought I had no life choices. In the light of this, it is a good time to sit quietly and
perhaps write ‘what am I grateful for as I come to the
I now feel so happy to have been able to deal
end of 2021? W e m ight be surprised at how long
with so much pain of the past. The biggest impact my list is! How about giving this a try before the New Year
for me was dealing with my denial, anger, dawns.
sadness & being able to get it out of my system. `
(SR- male)
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YOU HAVE GIFTED ANOTHER
WITH ‘NEW LIFE’
A very special THANK YOU to those
of you who have shared
your financial resources with us.
There are many people who do not even
bother sending for the information
because they know it is totally out of
their possibilities. Some guests enter
into a ‘payment plan’ over months – to
enable them to walk into their healing.

RETREATS
5 -11 February:
26 March -1 April:
14 –20 May :
16 –22 July:
20 –26 August:
8 –14 October:
19 –25 November:

2022

HEALING LIFE’S HURTS
HEALING LIFE’S HURTS
HEALING LIFE’S HURTS
HEALING LIFE’S HURTS
HEALING LIFE’S HURTS
HEALING LIFE’S HURTS
HEALING LIFE’S HURTS

To ensure a place in your retreat
Please make bookings asap.

The reality is that there are some
retreats when we actually do not cover
our costs and then at the end of retreat
our guests leave a gift of
‘paying it forward’ to enable others to
have this life-changing experience.
We just want you to know how
appreciated you are as you ‘contribute
your heart’s gifting.’ The reality is that
you are leaving your ‘heart-print’ in the
lives of others through your generosity.
So a special THANK YOU from each of
them for whom this Christmas they are
celebrating a ‘healed & healing life’.

A gift that keeps on giving……to them &
to YOU!

What we give to others
comes back to us in ABUNDANCE in
so many different ways.

‘ALONE WE DO GREAT THINGS
TOGETHER WE CREATE MIRACLES’
DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY

RECEIVED

BANKING DETAILS:
Bank of Queensland
Bethel’s Bank Account No: 1045 9308

VISIT OUR WEBSITE!
www.bethelhealing.org.au

BSB: 124001
Bethel Community Centre Inc.
P.O. Box 1213
COOLANGATTA Q. 4225

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOUR NAME IS
RECORDED WITH YOUR BANK DEPOSIT

Phone: 07 55 995473
Email: bethelhealing@bigpond.com
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